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Abstract - Emerging paradigm of pay-per-use through cloud computing has led to outsourcing of many business-critical 

functions to cloud service providers. Delegation of Computation is useful concept, only until the results of computation 

can be verified. Such verifiability has been achieved through interactive proof systems, leading to high communication 

cost. Other methods involve cryptographic primitives which impose high computation cost, rendering it unsuitable for 

mobile clients. We propose here a protocol with reduced communication cost for light-weight devices, utilizing 

cryptographic primitives to generate proofs. The proof-generating function is incorporated into the delegated function to 

make it fool-proof. 

 

Index Terms - verifiable delegation of computation, interactive proofs 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Surprisingly powerful protocols for verifiable computation were discovered within the computer science theory community 

several decades ago, in the form of interactive proofs (IPs), interactive arguments (IAs) and probabilistically checkable proofs 

(PCPs)[1,2]. In these protocols, the prover P solves a problem using her (possibly vast) computational resources, and tells V the 

answer. P and V then have a conversation, i.e., they engage in a randomized protocol involving the exchange of one or more 

messages. During this conversation, P’s goal is to convince V that the answer is correct. Results quantifying the power of IPs, IAs, 

and PCPs represent some of the most celebrated results in all of computational complexity theory[1,2], but until recently they were 

mainly of theoretical interest, far too inefficient for actual deployment. In fact, the main applications of these results have 

traditionally been in negative applications – showing that many problems are just as hard to approximate as they are to solve 

exactly. 

However, the surging popularity of cloud computing has brought renewed interest in positive applications of protocols for 

verifiable computation. A typical motivating scenario is as follows. A business processes billions or trillions of transactions a day. 

The volume is sufficiently high that the business cannot or will not store and process the transactions on its own. Instead, it offloads 

the processing to a commercial cloud computing service. The offloading of any computation raises issues of trust: the business may 

be concerned about relatively benign events like dropped transactions, buggy algorithms, or uncorrected hardware faults, or the 

business may be more paranoid and fear that the cloud operator is deliberately deceptive or has been externally compromised. 

Either way, each time the business poses a query to the cloud, the business may demand that the cloud also provide a guarantee that 

the returned answer is correct. This is precisely what protocols for verifiable computation accomplish, with the cloud acting as the 

prover in the protocol, and the business acting as the verifier. 

Cloud computing has a lot to offer in terms of computational power for lightweight and mobile computing devices. The pay-

per-use is a prominent feature leading to growing popularity,  as companies and users reduce their computing assets and turn to 

weaker computing devices; thereby delegating a number and variety of computations to cloud service providers. Yet the monetary 

benefits related to such services raise a concern about trust. The major risk here is that the business critical computations are being 

performed remotely by untrusted parties that may be error-prone or even malicious. This motivates exploring methods for 

delegating computations reliably: a weak client delegates his computation to a powerful server. After the server returns the result of 

the computation, the client should be able to verify the correctness of that result using considerably less resources than required to 

actually perform the computation from scratch. Users may benefit a lot by outsourcing the computational intensive functions to the 

cloud, the data can well be secured through encryption, but can the computation be performed over encrypted data? Even if it is 

practically feasible, can the user trust that the results returned by the cloud are correct? Verifiable delegation of computation 

(VDoC) is a possible solution.  

VDoC is a paradigm where a delegator (commonly a lightweight device) delegates data and function to be computed over it to a 

worker (such as cloud service provider). For security purposes this data may be encrypted. The worker returns the result of 

computation along with a proof that the result is correct. Delegator processes the proof and accordingly accepts or rejects the result. 

The major requirement over here is that cost of verification process should be much less than actual computation. A few protocols, 

implementations and results in the field of VDoC have been produced. Most of the work in this field has been directed towards 

efficient verification of result of a computation, or towards secure computation thereby using cryptographic primitives. Yet, in the 

light of monetary benefits related to outsourced computations, clouds have a motivation to provide imprecise results or some 

previously calculated results. Hence, we should steer the direction of research towards ensuring that the computation is indeed done 

over the provided input. Existing schemes which accomplish this rely on the soundness of cryptographic primitives involved, or 
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they depend on heavy communication between delegator and worker. Thatswhy, effort to decrease the communication costs is also 

a possible research area. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There exists a vast literature for the notion of verifiable computation, ranging from works for arbitrary computations [3,4, 5, 6, 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11] to works for specific classes of computations [12, 13, 14, 15]. In verifiable computation, a client wants to delegate a 

computationally heavy task to a remote server while being able to verify the result in a very efficient way. In the definition 

proposed by Gennaro, Gentry, and Parno [6] (and later adopted in several works, e.g., [7, 9, 12, 13]), to delegate the computation of 

f(D), the client has to compute an encoding    of D, which depends on the function f. However, if we want to choose f after 

outsourcing D, the computation of    is no longer possible. Alternatively, one could keep the entire input D locally and then 

compute    from D and f, which would yield a running time proportional to the input size. In other work (e.g.,[4.16]) the efficiency 

requirement for a client is to run in time poly(n, log T), when delegating a function f that runs in time T and takes inputs of size n. 

The notion of multi-function verifiable computation proposed in [9 and 17] is close to our model, in that a client can delegate the 

computation of many functions on the same input D, while being able to efficiently verify the results. 

Another interesting line of work in this area recently proposed efficient systems for verifiable computation [18,19,20,21]. The 

proposed solutions also work in a model where the client needs to know the input of the computation, and it also has to engage in 

an interactive protocol with the server in order to verify the results. In contrast, our work considers a completely non-interactive 

setting in which the proof is transferred from the server to the client in a single round of communication, similar to [22]. 

III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL AND SCHEME 

A. Protocol 

We propose to send the challenge to the worker in the form of a choice vector. The vector selects only one out of all input data 

provided. The worker is required to compute an extra function over this selected data point. The extra functionality is built into the 

delegated function. We employ a special cryptographic primitive (described in further section) so that the result of extra 

functionality can be verified by a single step calculation by the delegator. If this result is verified, it implies that the delegated 

function was indeed computed over the provided input data. 

Formally, the steps are: 

Phase I: Delegation 

Step 1: Input Preparation 

For data input be the vector of inputs 〈          〉, and choice be the vector of bits such that only one of them is 1, all other 

0’s. Size of choice is also n. Now, encrypt bits of choice using Encryption method E. Let choice be 〈          〉 which after 

encryption becomes  〈          〉, that is    (  )               

Step 2: Send Input  

Send (〈          〉, 〈          〉,key)  to Worker 

 

Phase II: Computation 

Step 1: Worker computes   (〈          〉)        .  
  has additional functionality, that is, besides computing 

 (〈          〉), it also computes  (〈          〉 〈          〉)        calculated as:       ∑ (      mod    )
 
   . 

Step 2: Worker sends result and proof to the delegator. 

 

Phase III: Verification 

Delegator verifies       mod     mod   where     , if yes then accept result, else reject. 

 

B. Cryptographic Primitives 

For the purpose of the proposed protocol we suggest a simple homomorphic encryption primitive. The basic idea is to use 

probabilistic encryption for security. We suggest a method to randomize a plaintext from a ring Zn to obtain an integer ciphertext. 

Hence, addition and multiplication within the ring are homomorphic to ordinary integer addition and multiplication operations. The 

method is similar to the somewhat homomorphic scheme of [23] with symmetric keys. But we modify it to make it simple yet 

secure. 

Encryption 

Step 1: Choose an integer y equivalent to plaintext x modulo secret key s, that is     mod    
Step 2: Select a random number r>key 

Step 3: Compute           
Step 4: Output c as ciphertext 

 

Parameter values: To enable proper modular operations, we maintain key>s and r>key. 

 

C. Examples 

Example 1 

We present here how to encrypt a bit using the proposed scheme, under the parameters s = 19,  μ = 3. Let key = 469 (a number 

of length    bits). Suppose the plaintext is 1, that is x = 1. Selecting     mod  , we have y=153. Let the random number be 412. 

Thus, encryption of 1 is, c = y + key*r = 153 + 469*412 = 193381.  
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The correctness can be seen as,                                                       

 

Example 2  

We construct a toy example of the VDoC protocol, taking number of inputs n=4 and the parameter μ = 5. Suppose the input 

data vector is 〈21,4,17,9〉, and the choice vector is 〈0,1,0,0〉.  
Input preparation: We encrypt the choice vector with key=29342513, under s=21, as 〈796472263254181, 957786953793533, 

828249031132577, 536273656014965〉 
Proof Computation: The worker knows key = 29342513, it computes       ∑ ((     ) mod    )

 
    (   

               )             (                 )             
(                  )             (                 )mod           

                       

Verification: The delegator computes       mod                , which is same as the input number at which position 

the bit 1 was sent in choice vector. 

 

D. Benefits 

The proposed scheme and protocol have several benefits over other VDoC protocols: 

 Tamper-proof : The extra functionality is built into the delegated function. Hence, the worker cannot cheat by tampering 

with the proof function. No rejection problem: Most of the interactive VDoC schemes suffer from the rejection problem, 

which means that the worker might know whether the result was accepted or rejected and take counter-steps for future. 

But, in our proposal the interaction of the delegator and worker is limited. The worker never comes to know whether the 

result was accepted or rejected. 

 Low communication cost: We have only three step communication protocol, which means lesser communication cost. 

 There are some issues of concern around our proposal, which could be explained as follows: 

 Overhead of modification of functions – Our proposal requires modification in the function itself. A question about the 

overhead incurred may arise. We counter this by stating that many VDoC protocols use FHE, hence the functions have to 

be modified for homomorphic operations. These modifications are much costlier than our suggestion. 

 Long input size – including the choice vector with the input data raises concern about the length of input. Our protocol 

can be modified to have a shorter choice vector.  

 Lightweight device as delegator – Such delegator requires lightweight operations. The input preparation can be done in 

collaboration with a third party. The scheme is secure even if same choice vector is used many times. Thus, amortized 

computation cost is very low. 

 

E. Mathematical analysis 

Length of input sent to the worker depends on the actual data to be input for the delegated function. Say the largest    is of length 

μ bits.  Then, any    is of maximum length μ bits. To have proper modulo operations, we have to select key of length  
  bits. 

Thus, making every     
  bits long.  For an input of μ bits, an extra input of    bit length is sent. Communication overhead can be 

computed as the ratio of lengths of actual input and the input sent to worker.  

Length of input sent to worker  =    (     )       

Communication overhead = 
  (     )    

   
  (  ) 

Thus, communication overhead is cubic in bit length of input. 

 

Computation overhead includes cost of proof calculation on behalf of worker. This computational cost is governed by most costly 

operation, that is, multiplication of 2n numbers    and     mod    . The bit lengths are μ and  
  respectively. Hence, cost of 

multiplication is  (  ) bit operations or  (n)  integer operations. Thus, computation overhead is linear in input size. 
Verification procedure consists only of modulo divisions. Time complexity of verification is  (  ) bit operations or  (1)  integer 

operations.  

 

Cost of input preparation: Since Delegator has to prepare the input; such cost should also be considered as computation overhead 

on Delegator’s part. The input preparation involves encryption of n numbers. Hence, the cost is  (  ) bit operations or  (n)  
integer operations. This cost is linear in input size, so it should be reduced in case of large input dataset. Reduction can be 

achieved by selecting a choice vector for only first k data-items. 

 

The proposed scheme derives its security from the security of the involved encryption scheme. The key is known to the worker, 

but the random number involved in encryption is not known. Also, the number s is not known. Hence, the worker cannot decrypt 

the choice vector only by knowing the key. Under the assumption that  is known s can be guessed correctly with a negligible 

probability of 
2( 1) ( 1)

ln2

2 b b

b
  

  , where b =. Let =8 bit, we get probability of guessing s correctly = (8*0.693)/2
70

                                                          

= 4.69*10
-21

, which is almost zero. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

The runtimes recorded for various steps of the protocol are shown in tables below. The parameter μ is varied as increasing 

value, and corresponding growth of the run time is noted. The recorded runtime in nanoseconds is shown in Table 1 for different 

values of n. It can be observed that Encryption process requires much more time than proof generation or verification. 

 

Table 1 Runtime in nanoseconds for various values of n and μ 

  n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 

 
Encrypti

on 

Proof  

Generatio

n 

Verificatio

n 
Encryption 

Proof 

Generatio

n 

Verificatio

n 
Encryption 

Proof 

Generatio

n 

Verificatio

n 

4 1087551 27461 80571 1318700 34099 83588 2971754 34401 82985 

5 2288263 28365 83381 2739397 43152 90922 3573467 43756 99704 

6 2633177 34703 137000 3546007 58926 148769 5197854 68500 172909 

7 3491388 52205 148467 3842338 64275 155408 5542466 77553 152993 

8 4406934 54016 155105 4817331 66991 154502 6518063 86606 144846 

9 5866558 57939 170796 6888627 70612 178945 8496241 90058 109540 

10 9660614 59447 207311 11644701 72423 193430 13859936 98163 189507 

 

To study the impact of both parameters on runtimes, we plot the results as shown in Fig 1, 2 and 3. Cost of encryption increases 

with both μ and n. This is emphasized by the plot shown in Fig 1. It plots the encryption time on y-axis, value of n on x-axis, for 

different values of μ. The growth is polynomial in n, and same for every value of μ. Cost of encryption can be reduced if same 

choice vector is used for many inputs, only proof computation and verification will be performed every time. Thus, the per–session 

cost of input preparation will be reduced. Also, we can reduce the size of choice vector thereby reducing number of operations in 

input preparation (and hence time of encryption) and proof generation. Cost of proof generation is very small, thereby making it 

unobjectionable for worker. As we can observe cost of verification varies only according to value of μ and does not depend on n for 

many continuous values of n. The growth can be seen in Fig 2, which is a plot of runtime for proof generation against values of n 

on x-axis. The three different plots correspond to different values of μ. The runtime for verification follows a step growth as can be 

seen in Fig 3. The sharp increase for every value of μ appears after n=6. The sudden increase can be attributed to implementation. 

But, the major observation is that the values are almost same for every μ, which implies that it doesn’t depend on μ. 

 

 

Fig 1 Plot of Encryption time vs value of n for different values of μ 
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Fig 2 Plot of Proof-generation time vs value of n for different values of μ 

 

 

Fig 3 Plot of Verification time vs value of n for different values of μ 

V. CONCLUSION 

Our proposal presents a new method of input verifiability for delegated computation, applicable in cloud computing and mobile 

cloud computing. Based on the interactive methods of proofs and arguments, we have reduced the inherent communication cost of 

the interactive protocols. A major issue with the soundness of any interactive delegation schemes is the Verifier Rejection problem. 

In such schemes, it is required that the cheating worker does not learn whether the verifier accepts or rejects previous proofs from 

the prover. Our proposal aims at removing this problem by limiting the interaction between the delegator and verifier. Many 

schemes use FHE as a primitive in their protocol, while practical feasibility of a FHE scheme is still under consideration. We have 

used the homomorphic encryption for hiding the choice vector, in a novel way to achieve its benefits to make it tamper-proof while 

keeping away from the drawbacks of infeasibility. Apart from these, the benefits of low computation cost of verification and scope 

of amortizing the total cost of tag preparation and verification make our protocol attractive for practical applications. 

Future research can be directed towards studying the implementation of the proposed protocol in real application environment.  
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